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A Class of Solvable Potentials (.;

A. BnATTACHAR.JIE and E. C. G. SUDARSII.~:\'

Unirersil!f of Rochester. Rochester, Y. Y.

(ricevuto ii 24 .\prilc 1962)

Sum~ary. -..\. systematic method of constructing (velocity-independent)
potentials, for which the 8-wa.e Schro(linger equation can be sol.ed
in tern IS of kno"n functions, is presented. Several such example;; are

construct.ed and the anal'.)-tic struchlre of some of the corre;;ponJing
scattcring amplitude~ ,\"orkerl out in detail. The use of DaTboux's theorem

allo,\.s a significant extension of the class of solvable potcntials.

1. -Introduction.

There has been a reviv(11 of interest in the structure of scattering amplitudes
and wave functions iu quantum mech(mics, largely due to the method of dis-
persion rel(1tions a~ a comput(ltional aid in the theory of stroilg inter(1ctions.
In most arplications of di.'ipersion rel(ltions, analytic properties are used to
furnish numerical approximation; and it i~ anvays desirable to ascertain tIle
natul'e of the exact solution~ at least in simpler models. Solvilble potenti(1lg
furnish precisely thig kind of model. It is perhaps sm'prising that the number
of solvable potenti(1ls i.'! so few: foi' the most part the explicit examples were
isol.1.ted di.'ieoveries. ~~ notable exception is tile "ork of B:\RG:\[--\~X (1) ,\'ho
has sho"n ho,v to construct families of ~olvable potentials leacling to sc~t-
tering amplihldes which are rational functions of the square rOot of the energy.

Bargm(,nn's method cannot be extended to more complicated function:1l
dependence of the scattering amplitude in any obvious manner; the so-called
potenti(11~ of the linear type and potentials or the quadr(1tic type have res-

(") Supported in part by the U.S. _""tomic Energy Commission.
(1) V. BARf;)[,\XX: Rev. .;1I(}d. Ph!l.i.. 2.1. 488 (1949).
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A CLASS OF SOLVABLE POTE~TIALS Rfl.')

pl'ctiveIy one and two poles in general. There is however another known po-
tential r), namely the exponential potential, ,,-here the scattering amplitude
has an infinite number of so-called « redundant » poles. In the conrse of a
study of solvable potentials nndertaken at the suggestion of the second author,
JORDAN (3) discovered that the redundant poles correspond to the ci1'cumstmlce
th;\t for integral values of the Bessel functions J .(.1:) and J -.(x) are not linearly
independent; and it was suggested that this circumst,mce could be gener,1lized
to a "ider class of second order differential equ~ltions of the hypergeometric.

fumily.
The present in,-estigation implements this suggestion. We look for simple

functional transformations in the hypergeometric, the conflue~t hypergeometric
and the Bessel differential equations ,,-hich reduce them to the form of a r,1dial
Schrodinger equation for the 8-"ave. For every such transformation we then
know the complete anal.rtic solution; and by studying the asymptotic form the
8-matrix may be evaluated. If !(:!:: "., r) are the solutions of ~he radial Schro-
dinger equation (mth unitg chosen so that E = k!) for the 8-"a,-e :

dl
d;; qJ(r) + k2 qJ(r) = V(r) qJ(r) ,

with the property

lim exp[:f: ikrJf(:f: k, r) = lim Z(:f: k, r) = 1
r-= ._-

then the continuum-normalizcd solution ob~ying the p.roper boundary con.
dition (i.e. 1p(0) = 0) is given by (4)

Since the asymptotic form of tp{kj r) is

We obtain the express.ion for the s-matrix in the form:

8(k) = exp [2 i1](];°)] = f(k, 0)!1(- k, 0) .

--

(I) S. T. MA: Ph!ls. Rev., 69, 66S (1946); 71, 195 (1947); D. TER HAAR: Pl~!/sica
12, 509 (1946).

r) T. F. JOl~D.\X: private communication.
(4) Compare: R. JOST: Helv. Ph!/.~. Act(l, 20, 256 (1947).
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4. BHATTACHARJIE and E. C. G. SUDARS!r.I.X

Unlike BARG1IAXN who was interested in exhibiting families of phase equi-
valent potentials, we shall not be interested in the J ost functions tp( :1:: k; r)
but only in the ,Y-nlatrix; ,,-e shall consequently ignore absolute normalization~.

While ,ve present explicit fonns for a class of solvable potentials, ,,-e would
like to consider that the chief point of interest should be the methodolo6'Y of
the present investig'ation. Clearly the number of explicit examples, even th('
ones derived f1'om the hypergeometric f~lmily, could be mwtiplied, by coni!i-
dering a wider variety of transrormations and by the use of Darboux's theo-
rem (5). In Section 2 we discuss the transformation on the hypergeomctric
equation and consider a special class of solvable potential'.' so obtained; ~t
particular choice of the parameters in this case leads to one of Bargmann's
potentials of the linear type. Section 3 discusses another class of transfOrllli1tions
on the hypergeomeb'ic equation; and we illustrate the computation of the
8-matrix in this case, which has an infinite number of poles. Sections 4 and 5
deal "ith transformations of the confluent hypergeometric equation and the
Bessel equation respectively. Some remarks of a general nature are made in
the concluding section.

2. -Transformations on the hypergeometric equation.

Consider the general linear second order differential eqll(ltion ill one va-
riable:

On making the substitutions

f(r) , 'It(Z)z g(r) rp(r) , g(r) * 0

we obt~1in the tz'ansforrned equation

where

A (r) =

-d2f(r)l~~:~
}df(r)Jdr

(2.4)

P(r) = p {f(r)}

Q(r) = q {f(r)}

(5) See, for example E. L. IxcE: Ordillary Dit]erelltial Equ(!tio/l.~ (Xe\, York. 19;jljj

.,.
;;

(d2f(r)/dr2)

Td7dr}7(r)'



867CLASS OF SOLVABLE POTEXTIALS

For (2.3) to be of the ,form of the radial Schrodinger equation (1.1) it is neces-
sary and sufficieIlt that

B(r) k2 + V(r);A(r} = 0;

For the pal'ticulilr case of the hypergeometl'ic equation (6)

Q(r) = -
ab

f(r) {1- f(r)} ;

with this form of the functions P(r), Q(r) the differential equation (Ar) = 0,

eq. (2.5), can be integrated once to give

!(r)}"+b-.+l

where M is an integt'ation constant which is so far arbitrary. Using this result,
the requirement B(r) = k!+ V(r) can be cast in the form of a thu'd order non-
linear differential eqllation ,

r_.~( r ) ! f~
I' 2 I' + 1 ,J

b+la c
+

",.here the primes denote differentiation. Since this general solution of this
differential equation, is intractable, we must find particular solutions i.e. par-
ticular functions -f(r), g(r) which lead to the Schrodinger form (1.1).

We are thus led to consider particular choices for f(r) and g(r) SO as to
obtain solvable potenti~us. Consider the choice

1'2 k:!

ab'
= 4IX! =

#(1 /)

where ab i's an arbitrary real parameter; this equation c(1n be integrated to give

sin! (ar + {J)I(r)
-

(') Here, nnd in thc seqll('l, ,ve use the notation and results from A. ERDF:L1-I
lli!Jher Trall.~celldental Fullctioll.Y, vol 1 (New York, 1953). ..
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A. Bf[ATTACllARJIE and E. C. G. SUDARSI[_~X868

where p is an integration constant. Using (2.6) we obtain

l'

so that

i) ctg {;tr +P)}c + i) tg ((Xr + fJ) (c
,

P- = cx{(a + b
9

With this choice of t(r) the defining relation (~.5) for Y(r) can be re,,!'itteIl

in the form

w

V(r) = ~

/1

.
To obtain a ",'elocity-independeilt potential ,ye choose IX and a+b to be ind~

pendent of k so that

"
1'+2-;:'i'+ Vi'! + k3/4:x1a

~

2!%'

b Vy! + k2/4~2 = rv

and the transformed equation is of the form

q;(r) O ,.

where we have introdnced the new potential

v k2 + 4~'y2.(normalized to zero at infinity) and the asynlptotic momentum ~The gener~1l solution to this equation is of the form: .

<p(r)
tge-1 (:xr + .8) cos!;- (:xr + .8) .

.{AF1(a, hi ci sin2(:xr+.8)} +BF2(a, hi ci sin2 (;xr+.8)}} ,

0; q>'(O) = 1with .AI B constants to be so deternuned that 'f(O)

For the choice

i"
-,
cx

t , a=-b0, c"I

G
~
..



A CLASS OF SOLVABLE POTEXTIALS 869

and by -ia in place of a every'vhere ,ve get the potential

2<x!
V(r) = cosh! <Xr

.which is recognized as one of Bargmann's potentials of the linear type. "T~
also have, using the explicit forms for the Ilypergeometric functions, the re-

markably simple expres.~ion

{2.10)

with the asymptotic form

ix) exp [ i%) exp i%r)}i%r] + (~

The 8-matrix is then given by

~-i~
8("> =~,

~

in agreement ,\ith the result of Bargmann. This .repulsive poteuti.u hence

con'esponds to an s-matrix "ith a single (I redundant pole 1> (2) for" = -i.:x
in the lo"er half plane and a zero which is its mirror image.

3. -Another solvable potential.

Let us no" consider another particular transformation on the h~'pergeo-
metric equation :

g(r) = exp [ikr ]

.
80 that (2.6) gives the differcntial equatio

!)IJ+&+1

The potential function TT(r) becomes

, ( f
) 2C-1 abM: exp [4ikr] 1=1

V(r) =
!)!Ia+b+l)(1

To make V(r) independent of k the simplest choice is to make j(r) and ab

;::
..
..
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.

independent of kj in this case (3.2) leads to the result

.8 2ik
f(r) = exp [IXr]; c

IX

where cx, .8 are independent of k.. Substituting in (3.2) we must have following

as identities in r:

~

«
IX exp [\Xr]M exp [,8r] (1 exp [(Xr])a+b+l +

Hence

~=.8 a+bMi 1,
2ik
-=c
~

80 that the potential becomes:

V(r)
abiX1 exp [iXr]

-
1- exp [iXr]

~

Writing ab = r (independent of k) and J. = rC(! we obt~1in the result that the

radial Schrodinger equati.on

d' (d;:;'P(r) + k'
(3.3)

J. e~

) rp(r)
~ exp [cxr]

0

has the general solution

exp[ .ikr]F(a, b; c; exp[~r]) ,(3.4) qi(r)

,,-here F(a, b; a; z) is the generaI soIution of the hypergeornetric equation "\\-ith

the par(lrneters

(3.5)

Since a+b-c+l=O, this is a degener,lte c,lse of the hypergeometric equ:l-

tion (7). .
The two linearly indepelldent solutiolls F(a,b; c; exp[:xr]) in the degell('r-

~
1'-
..
"'



871A CLASS OF SOLVABLE POTE~TI--\LS

ate case are respectively

..r(l + a -1- b)
1tl(r) =F1(a, b; a + b + 1; exp [(Xr]) = r(l + a)r(l + b)-

r(l+a+b) m r(l+n+a)r(l+n+b).

-(1- exp [(Xr]) r(a)r(b) ..~ r(l + a)r(l + b)r(n + l)r(n + ~)

.{k,,-log. (1- exp [(Xr])}(l-exp [(Xr])",

'\\-herA

k d 1 { r(x + l)r(x + 2)
}z=dX ~~. r(x+1+a)r(x+l+b) ,

, d { r(x+ l)r(x + 2) }kz = dX log, l'(x + 1- a)r(x + 1- b) ..

The adnussible continuum-normalized solutions of (3.4) are:

-U1(0)'ll21
--,
-t U2~

r(l+a+bL.1t)(O) = r<l+ a)r(1 + b) ,

'\\'e h~1.ve, apart from a eonstant, .the explicit form for !{(I').

The asymptotic form of the wavefunction can easily be calt:ulated i since
V(r) ~ O for r ~,oo, ihis asymptotic form may be written

const (.~(k) exp [- ikr] exp [i!.'r]}

"'ith the s-matl'ix in the explicit form

s(k\ =

~

;
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Using the identity (7)

..-v, { r(l + a + b)

} T(a)T(b)
= T(l + a)r(l+ b) -F1(a, bi 1 + a + biZ) ro+a+b) (1

z)"

Z)-1

and a related formula in,ol,-ing k~ ,\e can re"Tite the expression for 8(k) in

the form

a,-b; 1~f.!:-.
«! lab

1

8(1.') =

r(- a)r(- b)
Fl(-

r(l-a-b)

~

~llib-

'1

).j<x! ,\e get the final forlilUsing the result fl(a, b j Cj 0) = 1 and recalling ab

for the scattering matrix:

k -r(1 + a + b.).r(l- a)r(l- b)
8( ) -r(l-a-b) r(l+a)r(l+b)

.8(- a, -b).8(a, b) c

where

.8(x, y-)

.

r(x)r(y)

r(x + y~.

The singularities of this .S'-matrix can be easily d~tern1.Uled since the ana-

lytic properties of the y-function are completely kno","n; r(z) is meromorphic
in the entu'e z-plane with simple at z = 0, 1, ...and vanishes nowhere.. The

factors

b)=r(l
r(l a

,
give rise to an infinite sequence of purely imaginary zeroes k = inxf2 and
poles k=-inxf2, ,,"here 11 is any positive integer. Note that all these poles
are « redundant » and that the poles and zeroes are mirror images of each otherin the real axis in the k-plane. .

The quantities a, b have square root b~.anches considered as functions of l';

but since the factors r(l- a), r(l- b) occur symmeh'ically they together
contain no branch cuts. The function r(l- a) .r(l- b) considered as a flmc-

tion of k has a sequence of simple poles for

k+vk2+l n = 1,2,...
niIXj

~

~
"'

f r{n + 1 + a)r(n~~~~ ..--" rfl + a) r(l + b)r(11 + l)r(ll + 2) {1; n -loge {l-z)} (1

~ ) .
cx ,
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i.e. for the purely imrigiu:"lry values

.). + n2cxS
~

2nlcxl

which tend to coincide "ith the poles of the f~1ctor r(l + a + b) as n-> 00.
The factor r(l+a).r(l+b) gives sequence' of simple zeroes for thEJ 8-matrix,
(,vhich are the nurror images of these poles). "Sote that all these poles are also
.redundant » unless -), is large eilough to ha,-e one or more of these poles
in the upper half-pl~1ne; for lai'ge enough v~1lues of -J., we have a fhlite
number of non-redundant poles iu the upper half-plane corresponding to true
bound states. In any case the ,s-matrix is a meromorphic fUllction admitti~g

a Weierstrc1ss factorization.

4. -Potentials derived from the confluent hypergeometric equation.

We now tllrll to tr(1llSforul,\tions of the confluent hypergeometric differ-

ential equation (7):
a
-J~(Z)
z

0,

,,-hose general solution is denoted

u(z)

which is an entire function of Z and a; considered as a function of ~ it has

poles at c = -m, n/, = 0, ,1, 2, Transform~1tioll of ( 4.1) to the form (1.1)

requires: .

g(r) q>(r) ;z = f(r); 1t(Z)

Again we consider a particular choice

f(r) :xr,

v~
g(r}

;)~.h(r)

«:
..
..

d a
(d )2

-h{r} -h2{r} ---f{r} = 1.;2 + V{r) .
dr f{r) dr

1% c 1%2 1% ( C ) C
(___0 k!+ V{r) =-- +- --a +- 1

2 2r' 4 r 2 2
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If we take

L
2ik ,

c

2
« = 2ik; a

where c, p "ai,e independent of ". we satisfy the requirement that "JT(r) is inde.
pendent of k. In fact, "e have

p c{c

-:+~

2)
V(r)

For c = O or c = 2 this reduces to the Coulomb potential

an integer the general solution is
Provided c is not

If (~Yl(r)

.8 .

ill' c; 2i1.'l'

c; 2ikr)Y2(r)
p2ik' 2

Since this potcntial vanishes only as r-1 ,,-e do not expect to get an asymptotic
form consisting ollly of two plane '\"a\es. To obtain the asymptotie form it is

advantageous to re-expl'ess q;(r} in terms of "'.hittakel' funetions (7) :

If(r) = A 1. pJ211;, (c-1)12 (2ikr) + Bn--p:2ik. (c-1)12 ( . 2il-r'

where A and B are constants to b~ determilled so that cp(O) = O and Ip(r) is
continuum-normalized. For l,u'ge valut's of Irl it is kno,,-n th,lt

1Jp1211:. (c-l)i2 (2ikr) -exp [ -ikr] (2i"'r)-Pi2ik ,

11"-8/211:. (c-l!:2 (- 2ii!") -exp [i"..r] (- 2ikr)-~i2ik

Writing Q = r+(p/2k~) tog r we may '\"l'ite

q;(r) , A(2i"') exp [ -ik!}] + B(. 2ik) exp [il."f}]

which has the fanllliar form of Coulomb scattering state solutions.. In this
case clearly no s-matrix in the usu,11 sense exists !) -

..
~

~

(/)(r) = Y2(0)!/1(r) -Yl(O)~
Yi(O)y~(O) -Yl(O)y~(O) ,
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As a second choice, consider the tr~1.nsformation equations (4.2) "ith

f(r) = exp [- ccrl ,

a
-(a
2

(X.

-exp
2

h(r) 1) ~r] ,

at
4 (ak2 + V(r)

IX2
1)2 + 2 (c -:- 2a) exp [- <xr]

We choose the. parameters

2ik

-;:;
c=l

2a = 1- 2ik

-;:--I',

where IX, r are independent of k. Then "'e get the potential

2v) .(4.6) V(r} = « exp [-
o:r] {exp [- o:r]

For this potential the general solution (for c no-t -an integer is) given by:

IXrJ].(4.7) <p(r) exp[- iexp

ik
-1
~'

2ik

-.;-;exp
IXr] ) +

.
(1-r A exp [ikr]p, ~

~r])} ,

ik
+-,1 +

~

') "
k..;7

-;-c; exp [.

where. ..4. and B are to be dctermincd so that 9'(0) = 0 and tp(r) is continuum-
normalized. Using the fact that for r-oo, exp[-IXr]-O and ({(aici
exp[-IXr]) ~1 we get the asymptotic form:

.1 ~ ..,
({'(r) , ..!1 exp [ikr] + B exp [- ikr] .!.;~a~ ~

B
A(4.8) 8(/,;)

No immediate statements regal'ding the analytic properties of 8(1.') seem pos-

sible.

.,
~
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5. -Transformations of the BesseI differential equation.

.As a final example of the derivation of solvable potentials we consider the
Bessel differential equation

d2

PI'oceeding, as befor(\, we consider the tran~formation of this equation to the
form (1.1) by the substitution,'; : ..

z = j(r); u(z} = g(r} p(r} ;

d ' ( df{r) ) 2 ( 112 )-h{r) -h~{r) + -1- -= k! + J"{r) .

dr dr f{r)

For the special case

f{r} = kr ,

1g{r) = M r ,

".e get the potential function

.

tp(r) = Vr{AJ~(T.:r) + BJ_~(".r)} .

The condition rp(O) = 0 requires B = 0 (JI > 0) i here the .S'-matrix is independent

of k and is given by

8(k) = exp (i;{(v -Y:I)] = -i exp [i;{2] .

Similarly for the choice

f(r) = exp [- (Xr] ,

g(r) = -va/M ,

-h(r) = O ,

..
CX>
£!
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,,-e get the potential function

V(r) (X~ exp [ 20':1']

The gelleral solution is

ar]) + B J-il:/"(eXp [- ar])A Jikl~(exp [-q;(r)

,
J_iklo.(l) .Jik"'(l)}-l ,

-J_iki"(l) J~,lo.(l)}-

..4.= IX J_ikl..(l){J+ikl..(l) J~ikl..(l) -

IX Jjkl.. (1) ~Jikl" (1) J~ik/~ (1 )B

This particllim' case has ah'eady been stuclied in some detail (2) and gives « re-

dundant » poles for

1,2, ...nk = ni:x ,

and a sequence of zeroes which are the mirror imag"es of these poles,
repulsive potenti(l1 there ,,-ill be nq tI'ue bound states.

"'.ith this

6. -Concluding remarks.

In the preceding sections we have discussed a v(lriety of potentials for

which the radial Schrodinger equ(ltion for the s-state can be solved an(1lyticalJy
to express the solutions in terms of « kno,\n ) functions. 'Ye have also sho,vn
how to obt(lill the .~-matrices explicitly in many of these c~lses. While thE}

present "ork does not aim to give an exhaustive compil(ltion of such poten-
tials, it is hoped that the methods developed here "ill find application to mder

classes of potentials.
The ~1~lSS of solvable potentials fouud in this paper can be extended sig-

nificantly using Darboux's theorem (5) for second order differential equations:
If the general solution 'P = q;(x) of the differential equ(ltion:

d!<p

dx!
= {h + a(x)}rp ,

is kno,vn for all values of h, then the general solution of theditTerenti(1l equation

hl + t(x) ~ (~)11p ,
{h

d~1J1

dx~

is given by
d ('P(X) )1p(x) = f(x) ~ f(X) ,

.,
~
..~
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provided h :I= hi and

dxt

As an example of the construction of solvable Schrodinger equations of diverse
types that can be obtained utilizing Darboux's theorem consider the simple
solvable Schrodinger equation with the exponential potential (2) :

0

The general solution is

tp(r) = AJik(eXp[-IXr]) + BJ_ik(eXp[-IXr]}

cxf4 is given byktand a particular solution corresponding to k

expr-iccr] sin (exp[-ccr])fir)

This choice leads to a solvable Schrodinger equation with the potential

d2 ( 1
) -const + f(r) ~ 7(r) -V(r)

The number nf such examples can be multiplied indefinitely.
The analytic structure of these s-matrices are of s~me interest ill themselves,

particularly the s-matrix discussed in Section 3. The sequence of poles asso-
ciated with these potentials is a reflection of the nature of the basic differ-
ential equations selected for study; to obtain a more complicated analytic
structw'e (say, br,mch points), for the s-matrix we must select different types
of differential equations. .

In these tr(msformatious we have required that the Schrodi!lger equations
must contain only ~-elocity-indepe.ndent potentials. By relaxing this require~
ment a very "ide variety of velocity-dependent potentials "ith associated.
meromorphic s-matrices could be constructed; the l(lCk of velocity-depc!ldence
has been a hindranc~ rather than a help in our investigation. Nevertheless
we have been conservative and restricted ourselves to conventional velocity-

independent potenti,1ls.
It may not be uninteresting to point out here that the phase-shift or the

8-matrix for an arbitrary lIermitian potenti,u need not have any analytic pro-
perties whatever.. The simplest example is gi,-en by the (no!llocal) separ(1ble
potential whose expression ill momentum space is of the form T'.(k, k') =

~
"'
"'
..



879A CLASS OF SOLVABLE POTENTIAL5

= }.f(k2) f*(k'2). The s-matri.x for real momenta can be calculated to obtain :

,
Rfl-\ = a(kt + is)

a(kl -is) ,

with
G)

«.(z) = 1 -'l f f(~) f*(~)

,.d~

E-z
.

In the general case of an arbitrary function of the real variable, k! not having
any specific analytic properties the potential is still Hermitian but 8(1.-) has
no analytic properties but is unimodular in the interval O < k < 00. In view
of this circumstance the study of ~mn1ytic velocity-dependent potentials may
be of intrinsic interest.

RIASSUXTO (.:

Si pl'esenta un metodo 8i8tematico per costruire potenziali (indipe.udenti dalla
velocita) per cui l'eqnazione di Schrodinger dell'onda 8 puo essel'e l'isolta ill termini
di funzioni note. Si co8tl'ui$cono molti esenlpi di que$to tipo e8i precisano le struttul'e
analitiche di alcune delle corrispondenti ampiezze di scattering. I..u;;o del teorema

di Darboux permette una significati,a estensione della classe dei potenziali ris.olubili.

(.) Traduzione a cura dena Redazione.


